
INNOVATION MICROSOFT VS APPLE

Microsoft's latest devices feel a lot more interesting than anything While Apple still has its strong pedigree in design and
. The difference now, however, is that it's selling physical products, instead of managed licenses to Microsoft Office or
Windows XP. Technology, Apple, Microsoft, design, innovation.

Knowledge assets are such things as patents and copyrights, as well as the experience of key employees, Ihrig
said. Its consumer PCs that are sleek and high-end, and despite Microsoft's efforts, you won't many Surface
Books in a corporate setting. Probably the most innovative use of the Touch Bar, the one area where Apple has
an edge on its rival, is Apple Pay. It was not exactly the most packed event, in terms of products, the company
has ever held. Phil Schiller said that Apple had got as far as testing touchscreen MacBooks , and not changed
its mind. By turning its cloud business from an afterthought to the fastest-growing in its class. It's easier to
own multiple Windows 10 devices on a budget, compared to Apple's smartphones, tablets and notebooks. My
most-used mobile device is my 9. But for the first time in two decades, I'm giving it some serious thought. But
look at what Microsoft just showed us in Seattle. Even Mac sales, which bucked the post-PC era decline for
years, is itself in decline. Sure, it's thinner and less hot in your lap than ever. Microsoft also benefits from
being more diversified than Apple, as its portfolio of software and hardware solutions ranges from simple
office applications to the kinds of advanced business intelligence and resource planning tools that run entire
enterprises. Even in laptop mode, there are times when a touch interface is useful. It gives great demo, but
after a short period of time you start to fatigue, and after an extended period of time your arm wants to fall off.
You don't need to point to one of Apple's old-school innovations, the trackwheel, to realize how intuitive and
useful a dial can be â€” more so than an extra-thin OLED screen. Disruptive innovations do not arrive on a
schedule every year. Selecting a sentence on an iPad is a frankly frustrating experience. At best, you'll find
tolerable designs that offer employees just enough performance. Differences In the electronic sector, Apple is
well known for designing personal computers and entertainment devices like iPod. But until that happens,
pomp and circumstance does not a disruptive new product make.


